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5 March 2021
Ms Mary Drakeford
Clerk of Committee
Finance & Expenditure Committee
Parliament
WELLINGTON
Dear Mary
SUBMISSION: Petition Regarding Continued Use of Cheques (2017/574)
NATURE OF PETITION
On 27 February 2020 I launched a petition so that people can continue to pay Inland Revenue and
other government departments by cheque.
The petition (2017/574) reads:
That Government agencies, such as the IRD and ACC, be required to accept cheaues as legal tender
for payment of taxes and services.
The stimulus for setting up the petition was twofold:
1. On 16 May 2019, KiwiBank (majority owned by the Crown1) announced its decision to stop
issuing and accepting cheques from 28 February 2020;
2. Inland Revenue had announced that it would stop accepting cheques from 1 March 2020; and
3. A number of constituents had highlighted to me their deep concerns in their own ability to
operate in an electronic or digital banking environment.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Finance & Expenditure Committee undertake an inquiry to assess whether Government
agencies and entities, including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will put in place adequate provisions
to allow those people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is not safe for them to pay for goods
and services digitally and who have traditionally been able to complete these transactions by cheque.
In doing so, the inquiry should especially have regard to the planned closures of bank branches in rural
and smaller communities.
BACKGROUND
The discontinuance of cheques is a significant issue for some in our communities. To put it in context:



1

In the financial year 2018/19 Inland Revenue received more than 400,000 payments by
cheque. That’s 6.8% of all payments made to the IRD in that year;
The 2018 census revealed that 211,722 households did not have access to internet connection
(translates to approximately 570,000 people); and

Kiwibank is 100% New Zealand-owned. Its parent company, Kiwi Group Holdings (KGH), is owned by New Zealand Post
(which holds a 53% stake), the Guardians of the New Zealand Superannuation Fund (25%) and the Accident Compensation
Corporation (22%).
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It is estimated that a significant portion of all donations received by charities is in the form of
cheques.

Since I announced the petition, I have been inundated by complaints from people who have no other
way to make payments or interact with organisations electronically. These groups fall into five main
categories:
1. Many older New Zealanders don’t know how to use a computer, and particularly internet
banking. My 94 year old Mother is a case in point. She is not unusual as the table below
shows2. She has always managed her own affairs and uses cheques to make payments. Whilst
our family have encouraged her to use a tablet, she finds technology daunting. Studies have
also found a relationship between age and use of the internet; a commonly found result is
that internet use diminishes with age, especially for those aged 65 and older3.
Age and access to the internet
Age

Internet

No internet

Unknown

Total

<26

99.17%

0.18%

0.65%

425

26-45

96.33%

3.67%

0.00%

1,053

46-65

92.33%

7.06%

0.61%

1,146

66-75

85.68%

13.88%

0.44%

487

>75

60.34%

36.54%

3.12%

334

Total

90.36%

9.00%

0.64%

3,445

The reality is that our family would also be worried if she did try now to manage her affairs
digitally as older people in particular are vulnerable to scams. One feature of the NZ Crimes
and Victims Survey4 is that it reveals that Māori and Pasifika are more at risk of internet
violation, including computers being infected by a virus, than other ethnicities. In addition,
people who are disabled, not actively seeking work and/or with low subjective wellbeing have
heightened risk of internet violation.
The response from some is that older people can ‘lean’ on their family members to assist
them. However, this is inappropriate as many older people want to protect their
independence and, in some cases, they are very concerned about sharing details of their
financial position with their offspring. Elder abuse is unfortunately an increasing issue in New
Zealand and allowing family members (and their partners) to have access to important
financial information is undesirable.
Further information is contained in the submission of Jan Pentecost, President of Grey Power
attached as Appendix I.
2. People in rural New Zealand don’t necessarily have access to good internet and therefore
find electronic banking very difficult. Whilst the Ultrafast Broadband (UFB) and Rural
2

Refer to Table 13 of the report “Digital inclusion and wellbeing in NZ: digital.govt.nz, prepared by Motu
Research Oct 2019
3
Andrade 2017, Stephanie 2018, Smith. 2016 and Auckland University of Technology 2018.
4
New Zealand Crime & Victims Survey, 2018
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Broadband Initiative (RBI) have been very successful programmes in delivering the broadband
‘backbone’ across New Zealand, it should be noted that it has technically only reached 87% of
all households. Many of those not connected are located in small communities and include
famers specifically. A survey undertaken by Rural Women found 70% of respondees voiced
concern at the phasing out of cheques and 42.5% still used cheques5. Further information is
contained in the submission of Anne McCracken from Invercargill attached as Appendix II; a
letter from Federated Farmers highlighting the most important for farmers is poor digital
connectivity (refer Appendix III); and copy of an article by Rural Women on this issue (refer
Appendix IV).
3. Some people simply don’t own a computer and can’t afford to buy one. It is assumed
everyone can afford a smart phone or computer. This is far from reality. The result of the
report on those with internet connectivity in NZ concluded Māori, Pasifika, those living in
social housing, unemployed people, those not actively seeking work, disabled individuals,
those living in larger country towns and older members of society are less likely to have
internet access6. Further, a 2019 study showed that only 69% of people living in a house
manged by Housing NZ/Kāinga Ora or social housing had access to the internet compared to
91% for the general population1.
4. Those people suffering from disabilities such as dyslexia or dyscalculia7 should not use a
computer to make payments. It is estimated that one in ten New Zealanders has a degree of
dyslexia, as well as other neuro-differences that impact brain processing, cognitive
understanding and ultimately. The original stimulus for this petition was as a result of one of
my constituents approaching me who is dyslexic. Whilst he can and does use a computer, he
will not use it to pay by way of internet banking in case he enters the wrong amount and
presses the ‘pay’ button. In essence, he feels safer writing a cheque where he has more
control. The Motu research revealed that 71% of people with disability have access to internet
and 17% people have no access1. As noted by the CEO of the Dyslexia Foundation, “it is beyond
ironic that Government departments are entertaining this move at the same time the
Government is rapidly progressing new accessibility legislation that will introduce enforceable
standards for accessibility for all New Zealanders across all areas of life, from education to
workplaces, the built environment including public transport through to social inclusion and
leisure, tourism and hospitality, goods and services and digital spaces.” Further information
is contained on this issue in the submissions of Guy Pope-Mayell, Chief Executive of Dyslexia
Foundation of NZ attached as Appendix V and John Mulka, Chief Executive of Blind Low Vision
NZ (formerly the Blind Foundation) in Appendix VI.
1. Those managing Charities. New Zealand charities rely heavily on older donors and it has been
reported that NZ charities could lose $1.4 billion annually as banks phase out cheques during
this year. Michelle Berriman, Executive Director of charity sector group Fundraising Institute
of New Zealand, said people that donated to charities were disproportionately older and paid
via cheque8. There are more than of 27,000 charities in New Zealand that collectively generate
about $28.5 billion a year - between $50m and $80m of that is via cheques. The Fundraising
5
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Digital.co.nz: Digital inclusion and wellbeing in New Zealand
Defined as a disability relating in difficulty learning or comprehending arithmetic, such as understanding numbers,
learning how to manipulate numbers, performing mathematical calculations and learning facts in mathematics.
8
Radio NZ Report: “New Zealand charities could lose $1.4 billion in donations as cheques are phased out”
Nicholas Boyack 05:05, Dec 30 2020: https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/123760639/new-zealand-charities-could-lose14-billion-in-donations-as-cheques-are-phased-out
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Institute of New Zealand surveyed its members and more than half of them receive more than
half of their funds through cheques. Some charities, for example the Leprosy Mission, said
they were close to 70 to 80 percent reliant on cheques. The Institute's figures show that an
email appeal for donations will have a 2 percent response, compared with more than 12
percent for mail9. The Order of St John note in their submission attached as Appendix VII that
in their FY20 financial year, they received $11.5m of income through cheques. Of this, $6.4m
was received from 35,335 customers or donors who have only transacted with us by cheque.
Further information on the impact on charities is contained at the end of the Blind Low Vision
NZ submission attached as Appendix VI.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Closure of Bank Branches
The move towards the assumption that everyone can and should manage their affairs digitally is been
further exasperated by the closure of bank branches in rural communities. On 3 March 2021, 32
mayors signed a letter to Prime Minister calling for the government to intervene on the issue of bank
branch closures. As they note, access to an ATM did not address "the social harm and problems"
caused by closing branches supporting provincial communities and economies.
South Wairarapa Mayor Alex Beijen said his district had experienced a "full withdrawal" of banking
branches in an area of nearly 3000 sq/km without a single bank. It comes as Kiwibank last week
announced plans to close seven branches including Gisborne over the next year, in a response to more
customers moving online to do their banking and Bank of New Zealand in November last year
announced its plans to close 38 branches.
International Perspective
Back in December 200910, the board of the United Kingdom Payments Council set 31 October 2018 as
the date when paper cheques would be totally phased out in the U.K. The Payments Council believed
that with the public using fewer cheques every year, with most major retailers refusing to accept
cheques, and with the advent of mobile checking and other electronic forms of transferring money
promising to appear in the next few years, cheques could easily be eliminated within a decade.
However, the Payments Council’s announcement was soon met with opposition from various groups,
especially those representing the elderly. They wanted a guaranteed paper-based alternative,
which would defeat one of the main purposes of getting rid of cheques in the first place: their high
processing cost. Charities were also unhappy, fearing a major reduction in donations if cheques were
eliminated because of what they said was an ingrained U.K. culture of charity cheque-giving.
By the end of February 2010, the ruckus was such that the House of Commons Treasury Committee
opened up an inquiry into the proposed cheque abolition plan.
It quickly became obvious to the Payments Council that their plan to eliminate cheques by 2018 did
not have either public or political support. In July 2011, the Council with its 2018 date, proclaiming
9

Source: RNZ ‘Charities could miss out on millions if banks scrap cheques” Eva Corlett 3 March 2020
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Article: Personal Cheques Still Alive and Well in the United Kingdom in 2018 by Robert N. Charette16 Nov 2018
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that “cheques will continue for as long as customers need them.” The Council also indicated that it
would still revisit the idea in the future. The Treasury Committee was pleased with the Council’s
course reversal, as it made clear in its report a few months following the Payments Council’s decision.
However, the angst that the Payments Council’s decision to eliminate cheques created also drove the
Committee to recommend that the “unfettered power to make decisions” by the Payments Council
be legally curbed. Legislation subsequently passed in 2013 created a new Payment Systems Regulator,
which implemented the recommendation the Treasury Committee made.
As part of an effort to address the problem, the U.K. government decided in 2014 to allow the
introduction of “cheque imaging,” where a person could take a picture of a cheque and send it to the
bank via their phone.
It was felt that while this capability might not necessarily reduce the number of cheques, it would at
least reduce the overhead of processing paper checks by banks. It would have the added benefit of
allowing the money to be transferred into a person’s bank account within 24 hours. Cheque imaging
began in 2017, and has rapidly expanded to nearly all U.K. financial institutions.
Cheques continue to be popular in the U.K., with more than 405 million being used for payments or
to acquire cash in 2017. Furthermore, its research in the spring of 2017 showed that 87 percent of
U.K. charities, 75 percent of U.K. businesses, and 55 percent of personal account holders stated that
they had either made or received a payment by cheque in the past month.
The use of cheques/checks is as culturally entrenched in the United States as it is in the United
Kingdom. While check use has declined over the years from some 40 billion in 2000 to 17 billion in
2015, the decline has slowed significantly over the past few years to everyone’s surprise. Americans
still receive or write about 30 checks on average a year.
Banking analysts expected checks to “have disappeared entirely by the year 2021”, given the decline
in check volume seen from 2000 to 2013. Instead, not only has check use leveled off, it has increased
slightly. One reason analysts give is that there isn’t any compelling technology to wean people off of
checks. While Paypal, Venmo, and iPay and other electronic payment applications have emerged,
none have become the “check killing” app for those committed to writing checks.
As the analysts note, “what’s available now isn’t making [check users] come rushing” to use them.
More likely what is happening is that the apps are competing for existing users of electronic means of
transferring funds rather than changing check users’ behaviour.
The U.S. Federal Reserve wants an improved payments platform in place in the next few years to
permit ubiquitous, real-time secure payments. This advanced payment infrastructure exists in other
countries like Denmark, and has encouraged the public to use electronic transfers of money instead
of writing cheques. The 2030s is also when bank analysts now expect checks to fade into oblivion as
well.
Further commentary on this issue is provided by Lois Richardson in her submission attached as
Appendix VIII.
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CONCLUSION
This issue might seem trivial to many who are ‘digitally enabled’ but the loss of the ability to use
cheque facilities is causing distress to many New Zealanders, some of them are our most vulnerable
citizens.
I am calling on government agencies, such as the IRD, ACC and Kiwibank to take a common sense
approach and put the needs of New Zealanders ahead of what is convenient and cost effective for
them.
HEARING
I wish to be heard on this petition and seek permission to be joined by other interested parties who
have contributed to this submission.
Many thanks for your consideration of this matter.

Andrew Bayly
MP for Port of Waikato
E: andrew.bayly@parliament.govt.nz
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Appendix I
Submission of Jan Pentecost from Grey Power.

SUBMISSION REGARDING ANDREW BAYLY’S PETITION NO:2017/574
DATE 4/03/2021
1. Introduction
1.1 This submission is made on behalf of the Grey Power New Zealand Federation Inc.
1.2 The contact is Jan Pentecost
Phone 03 312 9331
Email jan.pentecost@gmail.com
1.3 The Grey Power New Zealand Federation (Inc.) is a non-sectarian and non-party political,
advocacy organisation that aims to advance, promote and protect the welfare and wellbeing of older people.
1.4 The Grey Power New Zealand Federation (Inc.) is made up of some 76 individual
Associations with an overall membership of approximately 60,000.
2. Comment on the petition topic
The Grey Power NZ Federation Inc. supports, in principle, the intention of Andrew Bayly’s
petition because it aims to assist people who, for many reasons, are unable to use digital
devices to pay for their goods and services.
Research discloses that people over 75 years of age are much less likely to use digital
devices than their younger cohorts. In the 65-74 age group the percentage of non-users is 10
percent, in the 75-84 age group is 25 percent and for those over 85 years of age the rate was
50 percent. (World Internet Project New Zealand Internet in New Zealand in 2017 https://workresearch.aut.ac.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/174915/WIP-2017.pdf)
This means that these older people are seriously disadvantaged because they cannot use
internet banking.
The barriers numerous older people face are:
 Lack of access to computer and the internet – despite improvements in digital
infrastructure across New Zealand, many lack ready access to a computer or other
appropriate devices. Many rural dwellers do not have reliable and affordable
internet access, some have no access at all. For others, the cost of having and
maintaining a computer, and an internet connection are issues.
 Limited digital literacy - even with access, many older people lack the skills or
confidence to carry out tasks online and require assistance to navigate digital
processes. This need for help, especially with financial transactions, comes with a loss
of independence and the possibility of elder abuse. Also, they often do not get
enough practice to become confident in using digital technology.
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General literacy difficulties – struggles with reading, writing and language
comprehension, means that online information and processes are inaccessible.
Disability –causes challenges accessing the internet and navigating online
information and services.
Lack of motivation to be online– some seniors see no reason to use a digital devicethey did not need one when they were younger so why would they use one now.
Privacy and security concerns - scams and lack of trust that their privacy may be
compromised are also concerns for some older people.11

Grey Power hears personal narratives from members which are very disturbing- as an
example, a Grey Power member recently begged for help; she is a rural dweller and, with
tears streaming down her face, said: “the banks are stopping cheques now and I don’t know
how I will be able to pay my bills. My children have worked so hard to teach me how to do
internet banking, but my brain just won’t work for me to do it.”
Others say that paying their accounts either with cash or cheques face-to-face is important
to them because it is the only time that they have anyone to talk to, but with banks closing,
along with the removal of some ATMs this avenue to combat social isolation, is rapidly
diminishing. In fact, ‘current research indicates that about half of older New Zealanders
experience some level of loneliness, and 8-9% feel lonely all or most of the time. This is
important, not just because loneliness is painful, but because having inadequate social
relationships has been shown to be as bad for health as smoking.’
https://www.ageconcern.org.nz/ACNZ_Public/Loneliness_and_Social_Isolation_Research.asp
x#:~:text=The%20majority%20of%20older%20people,or%20most%20of%20the%20time.
Having reasons to be out and about is important for many seniors.
Because so many of our older people face these and other barriers, Grey Power has been
working with and lobbying relevant parties to stop both bank closures in provincial areas and
the removal of cheques until a suitable alternative payment system is provided to enable
those affected to continue to manage their finances independently, safely, and simply.
But at this point in time, Grey Power is unaware of any easy alternative manual system which
is available to assist those without the necessary skills to use digital technology and from the
large number of emails, phone calls and face-to-face communications we are receiving it is
obvious that there is significant stress and anxiety amongst many of our members.
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted this issue and Grey Power agrees with the Citizens
Advice Bureau and the Better Later Life – He Oranga Kaumātua strategy for making the
future better for New Zealanders as we age, that other means of paying for goods and
services are necessary. For example, available, accessible, offline services must be part of
the proactive design of improved public and other essential services.
https://www.cab.org.nz/assets/Documents/Face-to-Face-with-Digital-Exclusion/9c5f26012e/FINAL_CABNZ-report_Face-to-face-with-Digital-Exclusion.pdf &
https://www.superseniors.msd.govt.nz/documents/better-later-life/better-later-lifestrategy.pdf
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Understanding, explaining and self-evaluating digital inclusion and exclusion among senior citizens.
Miriam Lips, Elizabeth Eppel, Barbara Craig and Shelley Struthers
Victoria University of Wellington January 2020

9
Surely the government has a legal obligation in its provision of public services to ensure that it
does not exclude people from the services, rights and obligations they are trying to access after all older people matter too.
Jan Pentecost QSM
President
Grey Power NZ Federation Inc.
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Appendix II
Submission from Anne McCracken
I write in support of Andrew Bayly’s Petition No:-2017/574
I am on the national board of Citizens’ Advice Bureau and President of the local National Council of
Woman of New Zealand.
In and during my voluntary work within the urban and rural section of southern New Zealand, I am
increasingly concerned, alarmed and have witnessed growing anger with the discrimination of sectors
of New Zealanders.
The ‘banishment’ of cheques from New Zealand’s banking system is outrageous and the ability to pay
government agencies is consequently affected. No training, but the internet is there, so they say, to
learn. Some rural sectors do NOT have good or very limited service, and as a result, under normal
circumstances have to travel distances to action this technology.
As a warranted officer of a New Zealand Legislative Ministry, I watched and assisted first hand when
the FEAR that was ‘daily’ generated during Covid-19 pandemic lockdown was badly affecting large
sections of my community’s health – as a result of the issue of discontinuing with cheques. The banking
fraternity made the decisions, reduced staff levels which justified the next step of closing Branches. It
is not acceptable. More people thrown on the un-employment heap at a time when it is harder for
older people to find meaningful employment
Another sector that I am involved with to National Board level has first-hand recorded knowledge of
the Digital Exclusion that communities have in their daily lives. Everyone is told to “go-on-line” but
28% of our total New Zealand population do not have this facility, don’t have the capability to operate
a computer nor the ability to afford a computer. In an area close to my residential address in
Invercargill (and this is a Port Town) 30% of the population are digitally excluded.
I participated recently in a nation-wide conference where some members of this organization were so
apprehensive about participating, many hours of resource volunteering had to be created and
actioned so as to not have these people denied the ‘right-to-speak’.
The demise of cheques has to be STOPPED, draw breath, and impose training for those less able to
embrace technology. Motorized transport replaced horses a long-time ago. The horses were put out
to pasture.
Not so with people.

RE-think the strategy.
Anne McCracken
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Appendix III
5 March 2020

Mr Andrew Bayly
MP for Port Waikato
Shadow Treasurer
National Party Spokesperson for Infrastructure and Statistics
By email: andrew.bayly@parliament.govt.nz

Wellington Chambers Level 6, 154
Featherstone St PO Box 715,
Wellington 6140 T +64 4 473 7269

REQUEST FOR INQUIRY INTO PETITION ON CHEQUES
Dear Mr Bayly,
Thank you for your approach to Federated Farmers about your petition on cheques (2017/574) and
your submission to the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee that it undertake an inquiry to
assess whether government agencies and entities, including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will
put in place adequate provisions to allow those people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is
not safe for them as members of the public to access government services electronically.
The Federation’s main concern in relation to the points raised in this petition is internet connectivity in
rural areas. Federated Farmers has over recent years been surveying farmers on their experience of
rural telecommunications, and a copy of the 2020 report can be provided for the Committee’s
information.
The quality of connectivity in rural areas has long been a persistent topic of frustration for many of our
farmer members in various parts of the country. Many of the new technologies employed on farms,
whether cloud software or smartphone applications, require connectivity to realise and maximise the
benefits of their use to the farm business.
Farmers are also increasingly expected to engage electronically with business services and
government agencies, such as banks, IRD and local councils.
Although telecommunications providers and successive governments have invested considerable
sums to help improve rural broadband and cell phone coverage, many farmers and rural New
Zealanders have shared with us their frustrations of enduring slow and unreliable internet
connections. Our 2020 survey results suggest the problem is as bad as around 68% of farmers
suffering download speeds of 0-20 Mbps, which sits at the lower end required to engage in online
activities.
Federated Farmers of New Zealand would therefore welcome an inquiry by the Finance and
Expenditure Select Committee on this matter, especially as it relates to rural connectivity.
Yours sincerely,
Pp

Andrew Hoggard
National President
National Board Spokesperson on Economics & Commerce
National Board Spokesperson on Telecommunications
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Appendix V
Dyslexia Foundation of NZ Submission to the Finance and Expenditure Committee
5 March 2021

SUBMISSION TO THE PARLIAMENTARY FINANCE AND
EXPENDITURE SELECT COMMITTEE REGARDING THE USE OF
CHEQUES.
AND IN SUPPORT OF PETITION NO:-2017/574 FROM ANDREW
BAYLY, MP, THAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, SUCH AS THE IRD
AND ACC, BE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT CHEQUES AS LEGAL TENDER
FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES AND SERVICES.

This submission is from Dyslexia Foundation of New Zealand (DFNZ). We are happy to appear before
the Committee to speak to our submission should this be required.
SUBMISSION:
DFNZ was formed in November 2006 and advocates for the estimated one in ten New Zealanders
with dyslexia, as well as other neuro-differences that impact brain processing, cognitive
understanding and ultimately – when they are not supported appropriately – mental health and selfesteem.
We submit that the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) decision to stop accepting cheques as
payment disadvantages and disenfranchises a wide range of people, from those with neurodifferences through to those with disabilities, the older population and people who are sightimpaired.
We submit that Government agencies, such as the IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, be required to accept
cheques as legal tender for payment of taxes and services. And that the Finance and Expenditure
Select Committee undertake an inquiry to assess whether Government agencies and entities,
including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will put in place adequate provisions to allow those
people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is not safe for them as members of the public to
access government services electronically.
Denying people the ability to make payments by cheque removes a fundamental human right to
equitably access goods and services. Issues of financial independence, privacy, convenience and
mental wellbeing arise with this denial. Further, if Government departments lead in removing the
ability to pay by cheque, banks will quickly follow suit. Highly profitable banks continue to implement
aggressive cost-cutting measures, and the removal of cheques is one that will further disadvantage
and disenfranchise customers.
It is beyond ironic that Government departments are entertaining this move at the same time the
Government is rapidly progressing new accessibility legislation that will introduce enforceable
standards for accessibility for all New Zealanders across all areas of life, from education to
workplaces, the built environment including public transport through to social inclusion and leisure,
tourism and hospitality, goods and services and digital spaces.
We submit it is unfair to penalise people who do not have access to digital banking OR do not feel
comfortable using digital banking for a range of valid reasons. For many with neuro-differences, the
prospect of digital banking induces high stress, and the prospect of severe financial consequences
in making a mistake. Issues that arise with digital banking services include, but are not limited to:


Financial independence/infringement of privacy: People who require help to navigate
online banking services face disclosure of private financial details to those who are helping
them. In this there is also potential for said ‘helpers’ to take advantage of this financial
information
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Lack of convenience: For many people it is way simpler to write a cheque than navigate
digital services, particularly for those who do not have a computer at home or have easy
access to one
Exposure to financial risk: In addition, using a computer in a public place, for example a
library, also exposes them to financial risk from people who may see the information being
input on screen
Stress and anxiety: For those with neuro-difference, using online banking services is a
highly stressful process, with fear of inputting wrong information or pushing the wrong
button leading to financial loss
Neurotypical process does not allow for difference: Operating in a linear executive
style function, which is required with online banking, is not a strength for those with neurodifferences. Put yourself in the shoes of someone with dyscalculia – where numbers
transpose – and imagine the stress of making a payment of ‘$6942’ when you intended to
input $2469’. Understandably many people in this position feel safer and more in control
writing a cheque than dealing with disorientation online
Mental health: Failing in navigating this process only adds to feelings of vulnerability, lack
of confidence and low self-esteem
Vulnerability to scams: Internet scams are increasingly common. One of the propensities
for some people with neuro-differences is to say ‘yes’ to questions as a coping mechanism
in order to seem affable, portray confidence and/or simply make questions go away. This
propensity makes these people overly vulnerable to internet and online banking scams

Overall, any moves to stop accepting cheques can be seen as short-sighted, penny pinching and
deeply concerning in the infringement of fundamental human rights. Whilst this issue may seem of
little consequence to those who are ‘digital natives’ it is of deep concern to a wide cross-section of
society.
DFNZ asks that the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee consider this issue very carefully and
act urgently to ensure, as outlined above, that Government agencies, such as the IRD, ACC and
KiwiBank, be required to accept cheques as legal tender for payment of taxes and services.
And that the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee undertake an inquiry to assess whether
Government agencies and entities, including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will put in place
adequate provisions to allow those people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is not safe for
them as members of the public to access government services electronically.
Kind regards

Guy Pope-Mayell
Chair of Trustees
Dyslexia Foundation of New Zealand
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Appendix VI
Submission of Blind Low Visions (NZ)
5 March 2021
John Mulka, Chief Executive of Blind Low Vision NZ (formerly the Blind Foundation).
In support of Andrew Bayly’s Petition No:-2017/574
SUBMISSION TO THE FINANCE AND EXPENDITURE SELECT COMMITTEE REGARDING THE
USE OF CHEQUES AND IN SUPPORT OF PETITION NO:-2017/574 FROM ANDREW BAYLY, MP,
THAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, SUCH AS THE IRD AND ACC, BE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT
CHEQUES AS LEGAL TENDER FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES AND SERVICES.
This submission is from Blind Low Vision NZ (BLVNZ). We wish to appear before the Committee to
speak to our submission.
SUBMISSION:
Blind Low Vision NZ was formed in 1890 and advocates for the estimated 180,000 New Zealanders
who are blind, deafblind or have low vision. Over 75% of New Zealanders with vision loss are over
the age of 80 years and rely on paying for their goods and services by cheque. Mrs. Betty Chapman,
is one of these New Zealanders who will be impacted by the removal of cheques. She gave
permission for us to share her personal story as a bank customer in Paihia.
Mrs. Chapman’s local bank branch will be closing, and at the same also will be phasing out cheques.
Betty is 94 years old and has had “dry” macular degeneration for four years. She is no longer able to
read and nor qualifies for a driver’s license. Her right eye has reasonable visual acuity, but her left
eye has little to no acuity. When using what functional vision she has remaining Betty can manage
but has no very little detail which includes she cannot see people’s facial features, or for example cut
apples, or slice tomatoes without a fair degree of risk involved. Mrs. Chapman is a member of Blind
Low Vision NZ. As a result of the Paihia bank branch closure she will lose her independence and not
be able to manage her finances. She currently relies quite extensively on in-person support from the
bank staff to:
a.
b.
c.

use the ATM;
pay tradespeople and make other one-off payments using her cheque book; and
deposit money and transfer money between accounts.

Blind Low Vision NZ is supporting Ms. Chapman in terms of her plight. We have encouraged her to
talk to her bank about options and support, including speaking with the other bank in town about how
they can support her. We have also referred Betty to Age Concern in Kerikeri. We encouraged her to
talk to her local MP and to the Chairman of the Business Association in Paihia.
Using the ATM although seemingly the most practical solution is difficult for her as travels to her bank
branch by mobility scooter. When Betty arrives, she waits until one of the two staff notice her, and
then beckons them to the ATM machine. With some difficulty, she can enter her PIN into the
machine, but is unable to see the screen or operate the ATM further. The Paihia branch staff
members help by selecting the relevant account and amount to withdraw. Betty believes that the new
ATMs are more difficult to operate than the older machines; however, she does acknowledge this
could be because her sight has deteriorated.
Paying tradespeople and making other one-off-payments – Mrs. Chapman relies on Paihia branch
staff to help make one-off payments to trades people (or similar).Tradespeople give Betty an invoice
that includes their bank account number. Betty is unable to read these numbers or enter such details
onto any system. She takes invoices into the bank and requests the teller to pay funds accordingly.
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Using digital banking is not simply a practical alternative - she is unable to see the banking app or
website on a computer. She confirms that she is able to use the phone banking system, which she
uses to determine account balances and to transfer funds between accounts. However, she cannot
use phone banking to enter long numbers such as account numbers. Betty finds it stressful to try to
read the account numbers and enter them into the phone at the same time.
One alternative solution could be that she use the Kerikeri branch however the reality that isn’t a
practical alternative. Betty notes that this is a 50km round trip, with no public transport. As she is no
longer able to drive herself, Betty relies on the help of others for transport. She feels uncomfortable to
always be asking or expecting people to help. Betty’s daughter is the only family in the area, but she
works during business hours and is unavailable to assist. Betty has a home-support helper, who will
take her to Kerikeri to do food shopping approximately once a fortnight. However, this assistance is
inconsistent, for example when the helper is on leave.
Phasing out cheques compounds the problem. She will have to rely even more on bank tellers inperson to make deposits and payments and further she will not have access to in-person support
when her Paihia bank branch is closed.
By instituting a measure whereby people who are blind, deafblind or have low vision the inability to
pay by cheque puts up another significant barrier in their lives. It also breaches a fundamental human
right to access goods and services on the same basis as everyone else. Existing barriers to
accessibility continue to exist and on top of that new measures that result in additional barriers arise.
Highly profitable banks continue to implement aggressive cost-cutting measures, and the removal of
cheques is one that will further disadvantage and disenfranchise customers who have significant
challenges.
It seems counter-productive that Government departments are considering this move at the same
time itis rapidly progressing its accessibility policy work programme. This includes having new
accessibility legislation that will introduce enforceable standards for accessibility for all New
Zealanders across all areas of life, from education to workplaces, the built environment including
public transport through to social inclusion and leisure, tourism and hospitality, goods and services
and digital spaces.
We submit that the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) decision to stop accepting cheques as payment
disadvantages and disenfranchises a wide cross section of the community, especially people with
vision loss, older people, Maori and Pacific populations and people with neuro-differences.
We submit that Government agencies, such as the IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, be required to accept
cheques as legal tender for payment of taxes and services. And that the Finance and Expenditure
Select Committee undertake an inquiry to assess whether Government agencies and entities,
including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will put in place adequate provisions to allow those
people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is not safe for them as members of the public to
access government services electronically.
We submit it is unfair to penalise people who do not have access to digital banking or do not feel
comfortable using digital banking for a range of valid reasons. For many with vision loss, the prospect
of digital banking induces high stress, and the prospect of severe financial consequences in making a
mistake. The issues in digital banking services for people who are blind, deafblind or have low vision
include:
•

Inaccessible ATMs: People with vision loss cannot see ATM screens. Braille or tactile features
on the number pads is not enough to allow with people vision loss to use ATMs independently

•

Fear of technology, and low digital literacy: which can make certain customer groups more
vulnerable

•

Inaccessible websites, apps, and other digital platforms: increases the digital divide generally
and difficulty navigating digital banking systems

•

Inability to independently manage their financial affairs: People who require help to
navigate online banking services face disclosure of private financial details to those who are
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helping them. In this there is also potential for said ‘helpers’ to take advantage of this financial
information
•

Lack of convenience: For many people it is way simpler to write a cheque than navigate
digital services, particularly for those who do not have a computer at home or have easy
access to one

•

Stress and anxiety: For those with vision impairment, using online banking services is a highly
stressful process, with fear of inputting wrong information or pushing the wrong button leading
to financial loss

•

Mental health: Failing in navigating this process only adds to feelings of vulnerability, lack of
confidence and low self-esteem

Charitable Donations
As a charity Blind Low Vision NZ relies on donations from the public to continue to deliver essential
vision rehabilitation services to people who are blind, deafblind or who have low vision throughout
New Zealand. In the financial year, 2019 / 2020 Blind Low Vision NZ received over $1.4 million in
donations via cheque.
Further, we processed 16,008 cheques from 9,721 individuals. Without the generous donations from
people who prefer to contribute via cheque we are at significant risk of losing revenue to continue to
deliver services to blind, deafblind and people with low vision to support them to live independently.
Removal of the option for donors to make a gift by cheque will impact thousands other charities
throughout New Zealand who rely on cheque donations to fund vital community services and it is
estimated to lose $1.4 billion: https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/123760639/new-zealand-charitiescould-lose-14-billion-in-donations-as-cheques-are-phased-out.
Vital services such as vision rehabilitation support may be significantly reduced with the phase out of
cheques. Government only partially funds these services and we rely on tops ups from donors to
continue to deliver these.
Conclusion
In conclusion, any moves to stop accepting cheques can be seen as short-sighted, mean, and deeply
concerning as to infringing upon fundamental human rights. While this issue may seem of little
consequence to those who are ‘digitally enabled’ it is of deep concern to a wide cross-section of
society.
Blind Low Vision NZ asks that the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee consider this issue
very carefully and act urgently to ensure, as outlined above, that Government agencies, such as the
IRD, ACC and Kiwibank, be required to accept cheques as legal tender for payment of taxes and
services.
And that the Finance and Expenditure Select Committee undertake an inquiry to assess whether
Government agencies and entities, including IRD, ACC and KiwiBank, have and will put in place
adequate provisions to allow those people who are not able to, cannot afford to, or it is not safe for
them as members of the public to access government services electronically.
Yours sincerely,

John Mulka
Chief Executive
Blind Low Vision NZ
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Appendix VII
St John NZ Submission to the Finance and Expenditure Committee
5 March 2021
SUBMISSION TO THE PARLIAMENTARY FINANCE AND EXPENDITURE SELECT
COMMITTEE REGARDING THE USE OF CHEQUES AND IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION NO:-2017/574 FROM ANDREW BAYLY, MP, THAT GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES, SUCH AS THE IRD AND ACC, BE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT CHEQUES
AS LEGAL TENDER FOR PAYMENT OF TAXES AND SERVICES.
This submission is from St John New Zealand (St John). We agree to appear before the Committee to
speak to our submission should this be required.
SUBMISSION:
St John New Zealand is a charitable organisation, providing emergency ambulance services,
community health and youth leadership programmes across New Zealand.
As the emergency services arm of the health sector, St John ambulances serve 90% of New
Zealanders across 97% of the country. In 2020, we answered more than 545,000 emergency calls
and treated or transported more than 460,000 patients.
We also play a strong role in helping meet the broader health needs of New Zealanders and work to
tackle underlying issues affecting wellbeing, build community resilience and create connections for
stronger communities. Our health care services, including medical alarms and first aid training, help
people live independent lives and feel safe at home or work.
Our vision is enhanced health and wellbeing for all New Zealanders, and we work hard to improve
equity in health service for all New Zealanders.
While our emergency ambulance service is partially government funded, every year we need to
generate ~$30m in fundraising income to bridge the gap in operating the emergency ambulance
service and to help deliver our vital community health services.
We submit that the planned removal of cheques as a payment method by Government agencies and
the major banks in New Zealand will result in disadvantaging our elderly, remote and more vulnerable
patients, supporters and customers.
We submit the following information to demonstrate and support the sentiment that the removal of
cheques as a payment option by Government departments and banks in New Zealand will almost
certainly negatively impact the charities and not-for-profit sector. From St John’s perspective, this
means our vital fundraising income that helps fund and run our critical services which benefit New
Zealand’s most vulnerable.
Due to the nature of our core operations and the families and patients that we support, a significant
portion of our donors are older – and many of them make donations or payments to us by cheque.
In our FY20 financial year (1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020), we received $11.5m of income through
cheques. Of this, $6.4m was received from 35,335 customers or donors who have only transacted
with us by cheque.
To try and understand the risks associated with this very large number, we included questions in one
of our regular brand research reports. In that study, 29% of respondents said that the removal of
cheques would represent either a major problem, or significant inconvenience. It’s important to note
that these respondents were answering an online survey – so arguably more digitally comfortable
than many of our typical cheque donors.
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In December 2020, we commissioned research with our cheque only donors to help us understand
how the removal of cheques might impact them and test alternative payment options.
We presented a range of alternative options that might be possible for us to make available to our
donors as the major banks accelerate their cheque exit plans. Simply presenting the discontinuation
of cheques as something that was going to happen generated much feedback highlighting the
concern that many of our older communities are feeling:
“I’m so unsure about my computer. I’m scared of making mistakes.”
“I haven’t got a computer or one of those fancy phones or anything like that.”
“It’s come as a bit of a shock for me. My son said after Christmas we’ll go to the bank and we’ll
organise.”
The research also highlighted the larger risk that charities face where donations are a more
discretionary payment for people and the removal of cheques as a donation payment option will likely
result in simply not donating:
“I’ve been scammed and there’s no way I do it other than hand them some money or not donate
at all.”
“Because of the inconvenience of it, which I’m really sad about because I give to lots of things
but I’m not going to do internet banking.”
“Just the hassle that I have to go to the bank and arrange. I wouldn’t want to make a special trip
unless there are other things to do.”
“…when you get to your 80s and only one person can drive and you’re only on a pension you
have to be very particular as to where and what’s happening with your money.”
Others referenced their lack of access to a computer or the internet. Overwhelmingly, the preferred
alternative payment option was to make donations over the counter at NZ Post. The reasons given for
this was a sense of convenience and trust.
We are pursuing this with NZ Post but are very conscious that this:




does not represent a viable option for those who are unable to access or visit a Post Shop;
represents a short-term alternative and our ability to continue offering this will be entirely
dependent on NZ Post not removing it as an option;
incurs transaction fees to process payments impacting our actual donation income and
potentially making it not a viable alternative for other charities.

While we appreciate the discussions and significant effort that all charities are undertaking with the
support of the Fundraising Institute of New Zealand, and with our banking partner to identify
alternative options, the alternatives provided remain heavily focused on educating a transition into
digital payment methods and miss the greater issue of a significant risk to overall donation income for
charities who do incredible and vital work throughout New Zealand.
For example, St John would struggle to operate its Health Shuttle service which enables isolated and
vulnerable patients to get to critical health appointments (chemotherapy, dialysis) without donations –
often from cheques - to run this service. This is but one example of the suffering and hardship that
could result in the phasing out of cheques.
It is our strong view that a more practical and compassionate approach is to follow the United
Kingdom’s lead which, after extensive efforts, made the right decision to allow natural attrition of
cheques to take their course.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Bradley
Chief Executive
St John New Zealand
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Appendix VIII
Submission of Lois Richardson.
In support of Andrew Bayly’s Petition No:-2017/574
I am a retired Chartered Accountant living in Invercargill and a concerned citizen.
Are we being used as a social experiment? Do you know of any country in the world where cheques
have been removed and no manual alternative given?
I understand that in the United Kingdom they were given 10 years notice of the fazing out of cheques,
but it was reversed and there is not indication they are going to stop cheques anytime soon12. I have
also heard Michelle Berriman, the Executive Director of FINZ say on Nine to Noon on the 16
December 2020 that "the same as in Australia they tried too and it kind of got pushed back". I have
checked a couple of the banks' Australian websites and you can still open a cheque account and issue
cheque books. In the USA a large volume of cheques are still used. A friend in Sweden says that the
Government there definitely still uses cheques, so banks must accept them, and I have also looked at a
website for a bank in the Netherlands and they offer "check" facilities.
The United Kingdom they were given 10 years notice of the fazing out of cheques and it actually got
reversed by a huge campaign, and there is no indication that they are going to stop cheques any soon;
and the same as in Australia where I think they tried to and it got pushed back.
Government agencies, including IRD and ACC and the trading banks (including the Governmentowned KiwiBank) currently appear to be saying that people who are unable to use computers or
telephones to pay others, are second-class citizens.
What I would like to see happen:All government agencies and banks continue to issue and process cheques: and Government
Departments, businesses etc. do not stop accepting cheques for payment; until banks can provide an
alternative manual system acceptable to those they are currently discriminating against. (Note: I am
happy to brainstorm ideas with the banks to facilitate an alternative).
Reason for supporting this petition:











12

We all need to have a bank account.
Changing banks in order to have a cheque account is not an option.
The banks have a privileged position in New Zealand, and a social and moral responsibility to
provide services suitable for all.
In Government, banks, businesses, and the media there is a lot of talk about looking after
peoples’ wellbeing and embracing diversity of culture, religion etc.
When businesses erect a new building, they must allow for wheelchair access; if they think a
worker is stressed, they must provide counselling. But when it comes to using digital means
to communicate, we are all being told this is the only way!
Many of the people affected by the removal of cheques are the very people who have
supported the banks, often for generations.
These people (can be in any age group) are currently impacted by multiple changes in their
lives. This is another blow to their independence and is affecting them psychologically,
financially, and even physically and socially.
Ask yourself this question – How will you feel if you have a head injury or stroke tomorrow
which means that you can no longer cope with the vagaries of digital communication, or

Refer https://spectrum.ieee.org/riskfactor/computing/it/personal-cheques-still-alive-and-well-in-the-uk-in-2018.
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suddenly find you cannot afford to put food on the table let along pay for computers and
software updates; and have your financial independence stripped from you?
We should aim to make life simpler for people so that they can retain their financial
independence and privacy; not make it more complicated.

As a retired chartered accountant (and ex computer programmer):





Peoples’ finances are usually a very private matter and something they can now control
themselves.
The banks are forcing thousands of customers who currently manage their banking well, to
hand over control of their finances to a family member or other person.
Accountants are very aware that most of the financial abuse of the elderly or disabled
members of society is from family members – opportunity is a great temptation, and where
money is involved family relationships can easily break down.
Do we want to create a new section of our population who do not feel they belong in our
society?

How do people feel – some comments relayed to me:
▪ “I feel bullied by the banks”
▪ “I’ve lived too long”
▪ “I feel like I am not part of society now”
▪ “I am a b….. nuisance”
▪ “I don’t want to be a burden on my family”
▪ “I feel like I am losing control of my life”
▪ “My charities will suffer”
▪ “We don’t have reliable internet where we are”
▪ “I don’t go out so much now, as feel unwanted in an increasingly faceless and depersonalised
world”
▪ “I am trying to lessen the workload for whoever will be paying the bills so I have cancelled the
daily paper and pay TV subscription.”
▪ “I have cancelled my insurance as the company will no longer take a cheque”.
▪ “I will just withdraw heaps of cash when visiting the bank so I can pay in cash for services,
groceries etc.” (Note – this could potentially create a security issue; and some providers no
longer provide receipts so no evidence that it was paid)
.
New Zealand prides itself on being an inclusive society, our banks then need to consider the needs of
all customers and continue to issue and process cheques. Until banks can offer an acceptable manual
alternative all Government Departments, businesses, other organisations and private individuals need
to accept cheques in payment and be able to deposit them.
Lois Richardson – Chartered Accountant (Retired), Invercargill

2 March 2021

